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In this note we offer some inequalities involving modified Bessel functions of the 
first kind. Among other things, a strict log-convexity of the hypergeometric function 
&,( 1 + p; x2/4) (p > -l/2) is proven. ( 1 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
The modified Bessel functions of the first kind, denoted by I,,, are given 
by 
,u# -1, -2, . . . . x-unrestricted (see, e.g., [3, Eq. (6.9-21)]). When p= 
1, 2, . . . . we have 
Z-,(x) = I,(x) 
(cf. [4, Eq. 7.2.5(35)]). Throughout the sequel the hypergeometric function 
$,( 1 + p; x2/4) will be denoted by t),(x). Thus 
5 w2)2” 
rJx)=m;o (1 +p)*,m! (/A# -1, -2, . ..I. 
where (1 + p), = r( 1 + p + m)/I’( 1 + p). For further use let us record one 
formula 
t,(x) = T(l + Pwx)p I,,(-x) (2) 
which follows immediately from (1) and the definition of the function t,(x). 
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When ,u > -l/2 the function t, has an integral representation 
where 
t,(x) = j-’ e.r(2u- “q(u) du, 
0 
(3) 
~(U)=I-(l:2+~)2 
r(l +G) (u-u2)~ 112 
denotes the Dirichlet density function on the interval J. Here .I= [0, l] if 
,U 3 l/2 and J= (0, 1) otherwise. Formula (3) follows easily from (6.9-21) 
and (5.8-l) in [3]. It is clear that t,(x)>0 (XE R). 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p > -t/2. Then t,,(x) is strictly a log-convex 
function in x, i.e., 
t,(ax+(l -a)y)< Ct,,(x)l” Ct,(.YH-” 
(O<a<l;x#y). 
ProoJ: Let us observe that the integrand of (3) is log-convex in x. Thus 
tlL(x) is strictly log-convex in x by Theorem B-6 in [3, p. 2961. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let - 112 <p d 0. If x > 0, then the Bessel,function Z,(x) 
is strictly log-convex in x. 
Proof From (2), 
/,,(x) = (x/2)k’ ~ t,,(x). 
n1 +cl) 
Since x” is log-convex in x (x > 0, p d 0), the assertion follows because the 
product of a log-convex function and a strictly log-convex function is 
strictly log-convex. 1 
We are ready now to state and prove the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let ,u > - 112. Jf x > 0, y > 0, then 
z: (y) < @J* Z,,(x) Z,,(Y) 
provided x # y. Zf x > 0 and 0 < r < 1, then 
I,,(ctx) < ~“~,,(-~)Ct,,b-)l”- ‘3 
where t,, i.~ given hy (2). 
(5) 
(6) 
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Proof In order to establish the inequality (5) we substitute c( = l/2 into 
(4) to obtain 
t2 x+Y !J ( > - < t,(x) t,(y) 2 (XZY) 
This, in conjunction with (2), yields the desired result. To prove (6) we 
utilize (4) again setting y = 0. Since t,(O) = 1, the result is 
t,(ax) < Ct,(x)l” (x#O;O<a<l). 
Combining this with (2) we obtain the assertion. 1 
Our next result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Assume p > -l/Z. Zf x > 0, then 
[z;(x)y < p 2 + Z,(x) Z&y(x). (7) 
Proof: Since t,(x) is strictly log-convex in x, its logarithmic derivative 
tL(x)/t,(x) is a strictly increasing function in x. Differentiating both sides of 
(2) we obtain 
P t;(x) _ z:(x) 
t,(x) Z,(x) x’ 
Hence 
which completes the proof. 1 
The following function 
u,(x) = xZp(x) I,+ I(X) 
(x>O) plays an important role in finite elasticity (see [6] and the refer- 
ences therein). We give now an upper bound on a function involving u,,. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p > -312. Zf x > 0, then 
u~(x)-(2~+l)D~(x)-(x2+~+~)<~+~. (9) 
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Proof: The inequality 
x21;(x) > x*[z;(x)]*/z,(x) - #d,(x) 
(x > 0, p > -l/2) follows immediately from (7). Combining this with the 
differential equation for Z, 
x21;(x) + xl;(x) - (x’+ p2) Z,(x) = 0 
(cf. [l, Eq. (9.6-l)]), we obtain 
h;(x) + h,(x) <x2 + /A2 + p, (10) 
where h,(x) = xZh(x)/Z,(x). Since 
xl;(x) = xl,- l(X) -/AZ,(x) 
(see, e.g., [l, Eq. (9.6-26)]), 
h,(x) = up - 1(x) - P. 
Substituting this into (10) we obtain the desired inequality (9). [ 
Simpson and Spector [6, Theorem 23 have proven that 
0 < 2$(x) - (2P + 1) UJX) - (x2 + p + $, 
(x>O, p>O). 
Before the next theorem. let us introduce more notation. Define 
ZJX) :=z,-,(x)z,+,(x,-1,2(x). 
Amos [2, p. 2431 has concluded that 
(11) 
z,(x) < 0, x>o, p>o. 
THEOREM 6. Zfx>O andpB0, then 
z,(x) < zp + I(X). 
Proof: The logarithmic derivative of vP is 
~;(x,=~~(x) I;+,(x)+~, -~ 
u,(x) Z,(x) I,+ I(X) x 
This, in conjunction with 
(12) 
(13) 
C(x) _ Ifi- l(X) + I*+ 1(x) 
Z,(x) 21,(x) 
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(cf. [l, Eq. (9.6-26)]), yields 
$L(X) z,(x) - zp+ 1(x) 
x-=x 2Z,(x)Z,+,(x) + *. v,,(x) 
The following inequality 
(14) 
(15) 
(x > 0, p 2 0) can be deduced easily from [2, (15)]. Application of (15) to 
(14) gives the desired inequality ( 13). 1 
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